THEY BROKE THE GREAT BEAST'S SKULL
Some Icon Bearers hold aloft a Great Beast Skull, whilst others carry a Tribal Banner. Some Tribal Banners also sport makeshift crow's nests in which Lookout Grots give warning of incoming fire. ABILITIES Bull Charge: You can re-roll wound rolls of 1 for an Ogor unit if it made a charge move in the same turn. If the unit also has 10 or more models, you can re-roll all failed wound rolls instead. Ogor Clubs and Blades: All Ogors know that two clubs are better than one. The Great Beast straightened, thick blood pouring down its face, a visible crack in the side of its skull. ‘Are you feeling tired yet, son of the Emperor?’ it asked. Green coils of energy snaked up to its face, flowing over the wound, healing the gash in a few seconds. The Great Beast laughed. ‘Is that the hardest you can hit me?’ ‘I don’t have to hit harder,’ Vulkan replied. The temple-gargant split asunder, crashing into the scourged ground spouting pillars of green fire and storms of jade lightning, breaking apart into hundreds of hab-block sized chunks, scattering masonry and metal. Just before the Thunderhawk passed into the cloud cover, Koorland could see the ork armies amassing around the capital, a ring of smoke and darkness several kilometres deep.